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There is much to celebrate
in the innovative response of
moving in-person experiences
to remote teaching and
learning. Proof of a real
team effort.

Without a doubt, the single biggest lens for the
work of the Teaching and Learning Innovation
Hub, also known simply as “the Hub,” in the 20192020 academic year was the impact of Covid-19
on course design and delivery.
The pandemic-related switch to teaching and learning in a
virtual mode as the virus impacted our country required a full
refocus from March onward. While the Hub Team began and
completed several projects from August through March 2020,
the impact on the work of the Hub, faculty members, and staff
from Covid-19 continues to be ongoing and significant.
An additional key focus for Cambrian faculty and the support
work of the Hub was the transition from a 15-week semester
to a 14-week semester for most programs. The majority of
work on course outlines and course designs for the 15 to 14week shift took place in May/June 2020.
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Congratulations to everyone at the College for their role in
supporting student success during this challenging time.
There are many examples of innovative and care-filled course
designs and teaching practices that have helped students feel
confident in completing their education with Cambrian.
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I am deeply grateful for the dedication of my fellowadministrators at the College, the entire Hub team, and
our outstanding faculty members and support staff. I am
privileged to work and learn with all of them.
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when not
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Educational Developer

Team Updates
Faculty Developer and Innovation
Champion Secondments:
Amy Cliff and Laura Killam
Fall 2019 brought a shift where the
role of Innovation Champion was a
shared role across the four schools
of the College. Laura Killam, who
initiated the role from 2018-2019,
Melanie Lefebvre, Dave Cushing, and
Amy Cliff shared ideas and brought
forward needs from their Schools to
the work of innovation in teaching
and learning.

Laura Killam also completed her
secondment and during her time as
Innovation Champion. She walked the
walk of exploring new technologies
and teaching practices, all shared in
many ways with Cambrian colleagues
and externally through conference
presentations and blogging.

The group focused on a foundational
exploration of the Scholarship of
Teaching and Learning (SoTL) at
Cambrian and engaged in discussions
and considerations of how a
community of practice might begin to
grow. Ryan Carbone, faculty winner of
the President’s Award for Excellence
in 2019, joined the Innovation group
in Winter 2020 to share his teaching
experiences and interest in SoTL.

Team Changes

Danielle Provencher, our student
worker/Graphic Designer from Spring
2019 through Winter 2020, graduated
from her program in May 2020.
All team members will be missed
and we are grateful for their legacy
of expertise in the form of prolific
teaching and learning resources.
This year, new full-time roles
were created in anticipation of
expanded digital and design needs.
Chris Schubert
SENIOR EDUCATIONAL
TECHNOLOGY SPECIALIST

Orville Andrews, a long-time Cambrian
staff member, resigned from the
Hub for a new role in Toronto as the
Director of Learning Innovation and
Technology at the Insurance Institute
of Canada.
Amy Cliff completed her secondment
to the Hub as Faculty Developer
in April 2020. The Hub team is
very grateful for her partnership,
organization, and outreach. She
engaged with faculty from across all
programs at the College and grew
interest and engagement with the
Hub’s professional development
and support work in ways that have
impacted teaching excellence and
peer support.

Christopher Schubert, formerly a
Research Analyst with the Planning
and Institutional Research Team,
joined the Hub in March of 2019.
Chris brings a wealth of teaching and
research experience and has spent
a productive year leading and
helping the Hub Team and staff
navigate the challenges of a highly
digital transition.
Brian Levac
GRAPHIC DESIGNER

Jessica O’Reilly returned to full-time
teaching in order to leverage her
online expertise General Arts &
Sciences courses and contribute to
the design of emerging programs
such as the General Arts & Sciences
Indigenous Specialization.

Brian joins the team as an
experienced and creative Graphic
Designer to enhance the visual
communication of learning resources
and digital resource spaces, including
the branding of Hub communications
and promotions.
Krista Ceccolini
INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNER

Krista joins the team as an
Instructional Designer. Her Cambrian
experience as an Academic Advisor
and contract faculty member provides
the team with teaching-related skills
and relationship-building with faculty
members she knows and has worked
with in multiple contexts.
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Professional Development
Sessions and Resources

In August 2019,
ten full-time
faculty members
and over 30 new
contract faculty
members joined
Cambrian. Both
cohorts completed
in-person and
online orientations
and professional
development
sessions to support
a successful launch
for the fall semester.

For returning fulltime and contract
faculty, there
were 19 sessions
available over a
two-week period
to support startup professional
development.

Throughout fall
2019, the Hub
team designed
and delivered
44 sessions
for faculty
members to
support ongoing
teaching
practice.

In January 2020
the Hub Team
welcomed four
new full-time
faculty members
and several
new contract
faculty members
with orientation
sessions.

Between January
and March 2020
the Team hosted
39 professional
development
sessions. Week
of March 16
the team built
and shared
40 new Covidrelated virtual
teaching
sessions.

Despite the first
ever all-virtual May/
June professional
development
delivery at
Cambrian, 41
sessions were
held with an
average of 9
participants per
session (350+
registrations).

Have ideas on a specific PD topic?
teaching@cambriancollege.ca

Meeting
our Goals
Level Up 2019/20
There were a total of 24 submissions
for the yearly Level Up campaign.
Topics included the following:

Inclusive Design
and Accessibility:
> Cool Tools for UDL (Universal
Design for Learning)
> Online Lessons with the
Brain in Mind

Relationships with
Indigenous Learners
> Cambrian College hosted the
N’Swakamok Education Initiative Indigenous Conference in February
of 2020 resulting in four Indigenous
teaching and learning modules
currently under development for
delivery in winter 2021

Related to awareness and support for goals
outlined in the 2015-2019 Strategic Plan, the
following special sessions and topics were
included as part of the Hub Team’s work
> Collecting student feedback

> Student engagement

> Flexible learning

> Critical thinking

> Presentation skills

> Use of video

> Interactive technology

> Virtual reality

> Grading strategies

> Moodle assessments

> Accessibility

> Connecting with students

> Counselling and Supporting
Students in Crisis

> Accessible Word Documents
Made Simple

> Retroactive Accommodations
vs. Compassionate Requests

> LGBTQ2S+ Students in the
Time of COVID – Resilience in
the Face of Challenge

> University of Southern New
Hampshire presents: Academic
Technology Institute Presents New
Perspectives on Inclusive Teaching

> The Hub Team also provided
support for the creation of several
Indigenous General Studies courses
as part of a certificate of completion
that students can attain in addition
to their program studies at the
College
> Guest webinars were also
shared with faculty through the
Hub including Moving Forward

> Access = Love: Virtual Student Panel

Together in Post-Secondary (Truth
and Reconciliation), Perspectives
from an Indigenous Queen’s Law
Student, Becoming a Settler Ally, and
Indigenous People and Inclusion
> In May/June faculty and staff were
introduced to a voluntary certificate
program called 4 Seasons of
Reconciliation designed by Canadian
filmmaker Andrée Cazabon

Relationships with
International Learners

> Emerging from the 2019 Culturally
Responsive Teaching conference
held at Collège Boréal, a series of
> A mandatory Cultural Diversity
three modules were developed
module was introduced at the
and piloted at the College for wider
College and completed by all faculty,
release in 2021
support staff, and administrators.
The short course was a collaborative
design with Carla John and Stacey
Vehkala as subject matter experts.

Educational
Technology Pilots

Ensemble, Respondus Monitor
(a proctoring tool that pairs with
Respondus Lockdown Browser), and
continued explorations of our Zoom
web conferencing, and H5P active
learning pilots.

> The Hub Team featured educational
technology pilots this year for a
video streaming service called

Orientation, Teaching
Excellence, and Staff
Development Materials

fully digitally and has since been
revised and improved for domestic,
International, and online students
starting with us for the first time.
The design employs a staged
delivery of just-in-time content for
new students from acceptance of
their offer to “classes are underway.”

The Hub Team rapidly created and
shared a wide variety of digital
resources and training options for the
all-College transition to emergency
virtual teaching in March 2020.

> A new Faculty Handbook for all
current and new faculty members
Special professional development
sessions included the following:
> A Student Perspective:
Connecting with Your Students
From the First Day

> Full-time faculty member
orientations were revised and
This included over 30 live webinar
refreshed for fully online delivery
sessions and dozens of curated digital
and delivered in fall, winter, and
strategies tips. In addition, the Team
spring sessions
rapidly created the all-campus Covid-19
(in addition to in-person sessions)
training modules for students, staff,
and visitors required for anyone to be > Support for the introduction
of a new College-wide Faculty
in person on campus.
Performance Evaluation process
> In partnership with Renée Scott
including templates and support for
and her entire team, the Hub
the operating procedure
Team also supported the planned
> New Online Course Design and
transition from in-person New
Online Course Delivery courses
Student Orientation to a fully
designed and delivered in the winter
digital Orientation. In Spring 2020,
and spring sessions
the first orientation was delivered

> Top 10 Active Learning Strategies
to Try this Semester

Quality Matters™ Process
for OntarioLearn

run on the OntarioLearn platform
were aligned with well-known quality
assurance rubric called Quality
Matters. Three faculty members in the
Applied Learning Disabilities Specialist
Graduate Certificate program provided
subject matter expertise and agreed
to pilot the course standards review in

partnership with Sarah. The Hub Team
extends gratitude to Susan Alcorn
Mackay and Yvan Roy for helping Sarah
to pilot LDS1201 and AST2050, the
first two courses, through this process.
Both courses were approved and are
running in the fall 2020 semester on
OntarioLearn.

Scholarship of Teaching
and Learning (SoTL)

Special professional development
sessions included the following:

As part of its exploration of the value
of SoTL at Cambrian, faculty members
in the Innovation Champions group
reviewed the process of Action
Research and discussed and proposed
options in their teaching to engage in
SoTL.

> A half-day workshop, part one of
Teaching with Cases based on the
work of Anderson & Schiano (2014)
with part two (featuring guest
lecturer Dr. Sandeep Puri will take
place in winter 2021

> Sense of Irony or Perfect Timing:
Examining the research supporting
proposed e-learning changes
in Ontario (American Education
Research Association - AERA)

Innovation

> Using Spark to Ignite Faculty and
Student Creativity (Educational
Technology Committee Webinar)

Throughout summer 2020, Sarah
Wendorf led the creation of a
process and a series of checklists and
templates to help ensure Cambrian
College online courses selected to

The Hub Team regularly featured
sessions on innovation in teaching
and learning practice and use of
educational technology.
Special professional development
sessions included the following:
> How to Make Your Own Virtual
Reality Videos & Tours
> Lightboard Magic

> The Community of Inquiry
Framework

> FlipGrid Skits!
> Launching a Domain of One’s Own
Project
> Listen Up: Podcasts as the new
“Textbook”

> Designing Presentations and Online
Lessons with the Brain in Mind
> The Messiness of the Pivot Lessons Learned from Recent
Transitions in Teaching
> Human Connection: The
Cornerstone of Successful Online
Teaching and Learning

> Student Motivation and Engagement
in Gamification (Cambrian Faculty
Members Laura Killam and Sidney
Shapiro)
> Innovation, Blended Learning, and
Community of Inquiry Framework

> Digital Learning Technology Bank
> How to Make Slideshows Interactive
with H5P
> Ontario Wikipedia Edit-a-thon
(External Event)
> From Identifying, to Adapting, to
Authoring OER: Copyright Law and
Creative Commons Licenses

> Creating OER with Students>
Where Does Open Fit? Examining
Shifting Use and Behaviour
Associated with Course Materials

Governance and Committees
Throughout 2019-2020, the Teaching
Excellence Advisory Committee for
the Hub (TEACH) continued monthly
meetings and acted as a primary
connection between faculty members
in each of the schools and the Chair,
Teaching and Learning.
The insights, concerns, advice,
and support provided from this
group informed the professional
development choices of the Hub team
and helped the team and other faculty
at the College manage the challenges
of transitioning from a 15-week
semester to a 14-week semester.
This key Hub group also kept the
issues and concerns related to virtual
teaching and learning top of mind.
In January 2020, the Educational
Technology Committee was formed
and began meeting. This committee
was formed to increase College-wide
conversations about educational
technology choices and impacts and

to establish a collaborative process for
academic and support staff decisionmaking related to technology.
The committee meets monthly
throughout the academic year and is
co-chaired by the Chair, Teaching and
Learning and the Chief Information
Officer. Committee members include
four Faculty Members, the Library
Manager, the Assistive Technologist,
an Educational Technology Specialist,
the Director of Applied Research, and a
Senior Buyer (Purchasing).
Together this group discusses how
technology is used across the campus,
what improvements might be made
through pilots and reviews of existing
tools and practices, and how we can
make better-informed buying decisions
by meeting regularly.
The co-chairs make regular reports
to the Academic Advisory Committee
(AAC).

During the fall and winter of 2020,
the College’s 2020-2025 Strategic Plan
Committee met regularly to explore
and consult on the formation of a
refreshed direction for the next five
years of the College’s work.
The previous Strategic Plan (20152019) brought about the creation of
the Teaching and Learning Innovation
Hub. Chair, Teaching and Learning,
Jenni Hayman, and Faculty Member
and Educational Developer, Mel Young
represented the Hub’s perspectives
on the 2020 committee and partnered
with a large group of representatives
across the College.
The new strategic plan that includes
foundational, transformation, and
aspirational goals for excelling in
teaching and learning was released
in fall 2020 and can be found at the
following link: Further Together

2020-21 Focus
and Activities
With the launch of new programs in
the fall 2020 semester and throughout
the year, faculty members and Hub
Team members will continue to
partner on course design and creation
that maximizes student engagement
and learning success.
In addition to the regular support
of new faculty member orientation,
course preparation, and support for
Moodle, eGrades, and Zoom, the Hub
Team will be piloting Nearpod, Padlet,

and Grammarly as tools to support
student engagement, discussion,
creativity, and feedback.
Following the success of the first-ever
fall Study Week which presented an
opportunity for faculty members to
engage in mid-semester professional
development and discussions about
virtual teaching practice, the Hub
will continue to promote teaching
approaches, supports, and peer ideas.

For more information about the Cambrian College Teaching and
Learning Innovation Hub please consult our Teaching Website or
email the Team at: teaching@cambriancollege.ca
Follow us!
Unless otherwise indicated, the content of this Annual Report
is ©Cambrian College 2020 All Rights Reserved

We anticipate that 2020/21
will continue to present
opportunities for exploration
and experimentation with
virtual teaching and learning
strategies for student
success – a goal that can be
achieved together.

